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Abstract
For many years I thought that improving my practice as a math teacher of adults
meant finding better ways of explaining the rules and procedures of mathematics. This
belief resulted in a monologic practice where one voice was heard in the classroom, my
own. After examining my views on the nature of mathematics and my theory of adult
learning, I realized that to improve my practice I needed to find a way to create a dialogue
within the classroom.
Therefore, I conducted an educational action research project in which I asked my
students to keep daily math journals. This, I hoped, would accomplish three things: (1)
help my adult students see connections between the math they were learning and the math
they already knew; (2) help me see the connections they were making; and (3) create a
dialogue within the class which would help teacher and students explore mathematics
together. But more than that, I hoped it would help us look at mathematics and at the
teaching and learning of mathematics in new ways.
At the end of the three-month Introductory Algebra course which forms the basis
for this study, I undertook an interpretive analysis of both my students'journals and my
own. As a conceptual framework to aid in the analysis I used Mikhail Bakhtin's concepts
of.polyphony, chronotope and carnival.

I found that keeping daily math journals helped my students connect their prior
mathematical knowledge to new learning, helped me to see the connections they were
making, and helped create dialogue within the classroom. However, the dialogue was
limited in that the students only "talked" to me and not to each other, and those students
who were better writers were better able to engage in the dialogue. But the journals did
help me, and hopefully my students, to see mathematics in a more descriptive and less
prescriptive way. Besides deepening my understanding and improving my own practice, I
hope that this study will contribute to knowledge about teaching mathematics to adults
and to the debate about what is "good" practice.
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CHAPTER 1
CHANGES IN CONCEPTIONS
One's conceptions of what mathematics is affects one's conceptions of how it
should be presented. (Hersh, 1986, p. 13)
For the pastfifteenyears I have been teaching mathematics to adults. During that
time I thought that improving my teaching meantfindingbetter ways of explaining the
rules and procedures of mathematics. I believed that students would learn math better and
more easily if I could just explain it in a way that they could understand. If I felt a student
did not understand something I would try explaining it a different way, again and again,
until I found a way that the student understood. From this point of view I believe I was an
excellent math teacher. My students thought so too, and I received high praise from many
students who felt that I contributed to their success in math.
However, I was not completely satisfied that I was doing all that I could do. No
matter how good I was at explaining, there were still students who did not "get it."
Students who, no matter how many different ways or how many times I explained "it" just
could not do math. These were the students who did not make it, who eventually failed or
dropped out. Although I rationalized this in a number of ways, I was bothered by what I
considered to be not only their failure but my own. It was not until I started graduate
work in Adult Education that I began to see that their not "getting it" did not necessarily
depend on how well I explained "it."
My goal on entering graduate school was tofindways of improving my teaching.
The pursuit of this goal led me to look at three areas that I believe are directly related to
how I teach mathematics, and specifically to how I teach mathematics to adults. The first
of these was my own view of the nature of mathematics. The second area I examined was
adult learners. Who are they? What are their characteristics? How do they learn? And
finally I looked at the relationship between beliefs and practice.
The Nature of Mathematics
Myfirstinsight was into the nature of mathematics. During all my years of
teaching math I had never thought to question my own beliefs about the nature of
mathematics. For me, math was math. It had certain rules and procedures. In graduate
1

school I began to look at my beliefs and realized that they were based on a traditional
absolutist philosophy of mathematics,
universal

that is, I saw mathematics as a pure, abstract, and

subject. I felt that the most important thing was to learn the rules and

procedures of mathematics and that good teaching meant being able to clearly explain
those rules and procedures to students.
My own background had a great influence on how I saw mathematics and also on
the way in which I eventually came to teach it. Beginning with elementary school, I
learned that the emphasis was on doing, not on understanding, math; that not all people
were expected to be able to do math, and that even fewer were expected to understand it.
I learned that one step led to another, that you had to do Arithmetic before Algebra, and
Trigonometry before Calculus. I learned that there is one right answer and usually one
correct way of finding that answer. I learned that the teacher or the textbook was the
authority; if you wanted to know something you looked to them. I learned that speed and
accuracy were important and that you could achieve both of these by practice, practice
and more practice. I learned that math did not always make sense, and that I should not
expect it to. I also learned that math was the gateway through which you had to pass in
order to get a better education, better jobs and a better life. Bishop (1988) captures the
sequential and elitist aspect of traditional mathematics when he states:
Arithmetic computation is entrenched as the basis of the mathematics curriculum,
with the "four rules" gradually being developed to handle more and more
complicated "numbers'—natural, integer, fractions, decimal, complex and, later,
matrices and vectors. Algebraic work develops the skills of solving more and
more complicated "equations" and of rearranging complicated expressions so that
they can be "solved." Geometry, if taken seriously at all, is developed as an area to
which one can apply arithmetical and algebraic techniques, be it thereby
trigonometry or coordinate geometry. And for those who have succeeded at it, or
survived, that diet, the gateway to further delight is calculus, with its myriad of
integrals and differential equations waiting to be recognized, classified, and, of
course, "solved." (p. 7)
In western society, math is regarded as the "discipline of certainty" consisting of
indisputable facts and requiring mastery of skills (Resnick, 1988, p. 32). The emphasis on
learning these facts is on speed and accuracy. I remember doing timed arithmetic drills in
Grade 5. We had one minute to correctly answer as many questions as we could. If your
2

score was higher than the person sitting behind you, you traded places with them.
Eventually the "best" math students were sitting in the back of the room, with the criteria
for "best" being speed and accuracy. You were not expected to think about math, just to
do it—the faster the better!
By the time I got to high school I knew that as long as I learned the rules of math
and was able to apply them to "problems" I would succeed. The problems we were asked
to "solve" usually had little or nothing to do with real life problems, but that did not
matter; the main thing was to come up with the "right" answer. "An absolutist view may
be communicated in school by giving students mainly unrelated routine mathematical tasks
which involve the application of learnt procedures, and by stressing that every task has a
unique,fixedand objectively right answer" (Ernest, 1996, p. 2). Not everybody was
expected to succeed so there were different streams, or levels, of math. If you ended up in
one of the lower levels, such as general math or business math, you might be able to
graduate from high school but your choices would be limited after that. Academic math
was (and still is) for the chosen few, the elite, and is used as a gateway through which we
must pass on our way to further education, and better jobs.
I was one of the elite and by grade 12 had learned enough of the rules to stay in
the top stream, but not enough to be considered to be one of the top students. In spite of
that fact, and in spite of the lack of supportfrommy math teacher, I decided that I would
write the Math 12 scholarship exam. I knew that even though I was not an "A" student all
I needed to do was learn the rules, practice diligently, study old exams and I would
succeed. I did not need to understand math—in fact, I never expected to understand it—I
just needed to be able to "do" it. And I did.
I passed the exam, got the scholarship and ended up at university, majoring in
mathematics. There I spent the next four years "learning" calculus. That is, I learned how
to do calculus. I never really understood it, but I did notfindthat odd because I did not
expect to. I remember one instructor in my second or third year who would come into the
room without saying a word and begin writing equations and formulas on the board. He
would start on the left side of the room and work his way to the right side (there were
blackboards on three sides), not saying anything, just writing down example after example.
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Every once in awhile he would go back to a previous board, erase something, put
something else in its place, and continue on. We students would madly copy down the
notes and hope that by the time the exam came we would know enough to be able to pass.
I did manage to pass, graduating with a Bachelor of Arts degree, Mathematics
major. Even then I did not expect to understand math. By understanding math, I mean to
have some sense of why I was learning it and the connection(s) it had in my life. For me,
math was a set of rules that you had to learn; it was a puzzle whose pieces you put
together; it was a game to be played. Even though I did not fully understand what math
was all about I was pretty good at playing the game. And because I knew where the
stumbling blocks might be I thought I would be good at helping others learn how to "do"
math, which was why I decided to be a math teacher. The fact that I did not understand
math myself did not really trouble me. In fact, I thought I would be a better math teacher
for that very reason: I would be more attuned to students' problems with math and
therefore better able to help them learn the rules and procedures in order to "do" math
successfully.
Within these parameters I was a good math teacher, by some accounts an excellent
one. I was especially successful with adult students who came back to school anxious
about having to take a math course again. With a lot of patience and encouragement from
me they eventually overcame their fears and found that they too could "do" math—at least
most of them could. I worried about the students who fell by the wayside, who for some
reason or other could not do math, but I was not totally surprised because after all math is
not for everyone. It was only after I came back to school myself and started to look at my
own beliefs, that I began to realize that what I believed about the nature of mathematics
had a great effect on the way I saw the.teaching and learning of math.
Changing Views
My views on the nature of mathematics are undergoing a change. Two views of
mathematics that have had a great influence on that change are social constructivism and
ethnomathematics.

These are based on a fallibilist philosophy, the main tenet of which is

that mathematical knowledge is fallible, corrigible and constantly changing and evolving.
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Social constructivism views mathematics as a social construction. It draws on
conventionalism, in accepting that human language, rules and agreement play a key
role in establishing and justifying the truths of mathematics. It takesfromquasiempiricism its fallibiiist epistemology, including the view that mathematical
knowledge and concepts develop and change. . . Social constructivism is a
descriptive as opposed to a prescriptive philosophy of mathematics. . . (Ernest,
1991, p. 42, emphasis original).
Ethnomathematics can be defined as:
The mathematics which is practiced among identifiable cultural groups, such as
national-tribal societies, labour groups, children of a certain age bracket,
professional classes, and so on. Its identity depends largely on focuses of interest,
on motivation, and on certain codes and jargons which do not belong to the realm
of academic mathematics. (D'Ambrosio, 1985, p. 45)
Ethnomathematics involves investigating both the mathematics of the culture with the
peoplefromthat culture, and exploring the mathematics of other cultures, including
"academic" math. Academic math is "the mathematics which is taught and learned in
schools" (D'Ambrosio, 1985, p. 45). Thus, ethnomathematics is based on the construction
of mathematical knowledge within groups. The "cultural" group that I am concerned with
and have been working with for the pastfifteenyears is that of adult learners who need to
"upgrade" their math in order to further their education. What makes them a group is
both their past failure and their present determination to succeed.
Although the absolutist/fallibilist philosophies could be seen as a dichotomy and
are in fact very different, they can also be thought of as end points on a continuum. When
I began this project I was at the absolutist end of the scale and now I am somewhere
between the two. I have not totally abandoned the traditional view because I still think it
is important to learn the rules and procedures of math, but I am interested in learning
about other views because I think it is also important to understand why. The most
important thing for me is that I am more aware of my own views on the nature of
mathematics and how they influence not only the way I think, but how I teach.
Adult Learners
The other main influence on the way I teach is my view of adult learners and how
they learn. I began my career as a high school math teacher but after only three years in a
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high school, I found myself teaching math to adults at night school. I had not had any
training or theory in the teaching of adults or in how they learned but I soon realized that
they had a number of characteristics that set them apartfromthe high school students I
had been used to.
The first thing that struck me was the difference in motivation of the students. I
was pleasantly surprised to find that now I was working with students who were selfmotivated. Adults are voluntary learners (Knowles, 1980). There are, or course,
exceptions. Some adults attend school to avoid having funding cut off, or take a
particular course as a prerequisite to something else. However, the majority of adult
learners are in class because they want to be: they have a desire, a purpose, a goal.
Adult learners bring their past educational experiences with them. These past
experiences have an effect on how they view learning, and on how they see themselves as
learners. For example, many First Nations adult learners who attended residential schools
have had particularly bad past experiences. One student told me she never sharpened her
pencil in class because when she was in residential school the teacher would not allow
students to sharpen their pencils during class. If her pencil was dull she had to sharpen it
with her teeth. Another student would literallyfreezewhen I came around the classroom
to see if anyone needed help. It turned out that a previous math teacher had ridiculed and
shamed him until he had no confidence at all in his ability to do mathematics. These past
experiences, which can include verbal, emotional, and physical abuse, are sometimes so
deeply ingrained that it can be very difficult for the adult learner to get past them and feel
comfortable and confident in a classroom.
Adult learners also bring their life experience and prior knowledge into any new
learning situation and try to make sense of new information in terms of what they already
know. Or, as Nuthall (1995) states, "As students encounter new experiences, their minds
construct representations of those experiences that are structured by their own previous
knowledge and beliefs" (p. 4). Unfortunately, the transfer of that prior experience and
knowledge to new learning situations does not always happen.
Many adult learners come back to school convinced that they are not "good at
math." This occurs in spite of the fact that often what they have been doing outside of
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school has relied heavily on mathematical knowledge and skill. For example, I recently
had a student in my Fundamental level math class who had clearly been wrongly assessed,
and who should have been placed at a higher level. He states:
When I wrote the assessment test I didn't recognize anything and couldn't do very
much of it. But when I got home and looked at the workbook I realized that I did
know pretty much everything in it. I've been running my own business for the past
five years and have had to do my own books and payroll—everything that was on
the test that I thought I couldn't do. I just didn't make the connection.

This student's story is not unusual. What was unusual was how quickly he made the
connection between what he knew and what was in the workbook.
Equally as important as the adult learner's recognition of his/her prior knowledge is
the teacher's recognition and validation of that knowledge. I realize now that in my efforts
to teach the rules of math in the best way possible I failed to tap into the students' existing
knowledge. One reason for that was my own conception of mathematics as being pure,
abstract and absolute. This leads to my third area of exploration—the connection between
beliefs and practice.
The Relationship between Beliefs and Practice

Research on the relationship between teachers' conceptions of teaching and their
beliefs to their practice shows that there is indeed a relationship between what teachers
believe and what they do (Clark & Peterson, 1986; Fox, 1983; Kember, 1997; Pratt, 1992;
Pratt & Associates, 1998). "Teachers do have theories and belief systems that influence
their perceptions, plans, and actions" (Clark & Peterson, 1986, p. 292).
One of the central arguments highlighted by Pratt & Associate's (1998) study is that
conceptions of teaching are dynamic: that is, they evolve with experience that either
confirms or challenges present thinking and beliefs. Pratt & Associates (1998)
interviewed two hundredfifty-threeadult educatorsfromfivecountries regarding their
conceptions of teaching. As a guidingframeworkfor posing questions and interpreting
findings they used a general model of teaching composed of five parts (p. 205): (1)
content: what was to be learned; (2) learners: the nature of adult learners and the learning
process; (3) teachers: roles, functions, and responsibilities; (4) context: external factors
that influence teaching and/or learning; and (5) ideals: purposes of adult education. This
7

model was based on the assumption that conceptions of teaching are composed of, and
will vary according to, three interdependent aspects: actions, intentions, and beliefs
regarding elements within the general model. When teachers undergo a dramatic shift in
their conceptions of teaching they experience a change in their belief structure. Therefore,
as teachers "we must clarify our own conceptions of teaching and the particular intentions
and beliefs that we take for granted but which anchor those conceptions" (Pratt &
Associates, 1998, p. 218).
The relationship between math teachers' beliefs on the nature of mathematics and
the teaching of mathematics with their practice has been the object of some research
(Lerman, 1990; Thompson, 1984, 1992; Nesbit, 1998) and much discussion (Borasi,
1996; Confrey, 1981, 1990; Cooney & Shealy, 1997; Ernest, 1989a, 1989b, 1996).
Although the research is not conclusive about a direct link between beliefs and practice
there is general agreement that a link exists. Thompson (1984) examined the relationship
between teachers' conceptions of mathematics and mathematics teaching to the
instructional practice of three junior high school math teachers. She concluded that:
Although the complexity of the relationship between teachers' conceptions of
mathematics and mathematics teaching cautions against making conclusive
statements, the findings supported the original assumption that led to this
investigation. That is, teachers' beliefs, views and preferences about mathematics
and its teaching, regardless of whether they are consciously or unconsciously held,
play a significant, albeit subtle, role in shaping the teachers' characteristic patterns
of instructional behaviour, (p. 124-125)
Two factors that Thompson identifies as being critical to consistency between professed
view and instructional practice are the level of integration of beliefs and views and the
level of reflectiveness on the part of teachers concerning their actions and how they relate
(or do not relate) to their beliefs. As my own level of reflectiveness grew, I became
increasingly aware that my actions did not relate very well to my beliefs.
The Problem

The way I taught math—as a series of rules and procedures—and my conception of
the nature of mathematics—as pure, abstract, and universal—were not in sync with my
theory of adult learning. As my view of the nature of math began to undergo a gradual
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shift it became more connected to my theory of adult learning but created an even greater
dissonance with my teaching methods. If I believed that adult learners possess
mathematical knowledge based on their everyday life experiences and if I was beginning to
see math as not just as set of rules to be taught and learned, but as something that does
have meaning and connection to our lives, then I needed to change the way I taught. I
wanted to put less emphasis on my ability to explain and more emphasis on my students'
ability to make connections between what they were learning and what they already knew.
I also needed tofindways to see the connections that they were making so that we,
teacher and students, could build on them.
In arguing for an inquiry approach to mathematics, based on a constructivist view
of knowledge, Borasi (1996a, p. 4-5) lays out some instructional implications as suggested
in the literature:
•

Teachers should listen to their students so as to get clues about how to best
support their learning (Confrey, 1991);

•

Teachers should value the knowledge learners already possess andfindways to set
up dialogues to help enhance and reshape such knowledge (Barnes, 1985);

•

Teachers can no longer be seen as the ultimate source of knowledge and truth; this
in turn, shifts more responsibility on the students themselves for monitoring and
justifying their own work (Borasi, 1992);

•

Since inquiry doesn't "just happen," especially within school mathematics, teachers
should design situations that can stimulate and support their students' own
inquiries and construction of meaning (Borasi, 1992; Richards, 1991);

•

Teachers should value uncertainty, and even confusion (Brown, 1993) and errors
(Borasi, 1994, 1996b), as a positive element in math lessons;

•

Teachers (and schools) need to develop appropriate means to assess and reward
students' learning, so as to convey to students a clear message about what kind of
learning processes and outcomes are really valued (NCTM, 1995).

Based on my desire to improve my teaching in accordance with my evolving views on the
nature of mathematics and my theory of adult learning, I was determined tofinda way to
incorporate some, or all, of them. The question for me was how to go about it. I thought
9

that one possible way would be to have my students keep daily math journals. As well, I
thought that if I kept a journal myself I would be able to reflect on what was happening in
the classroom and how it did, or did not,fitwith my beliefs.
Math Journals

Although keeping a journal is not something that people usually think about in
connection with a math class, journal writing in general has many advantages. According
to Kerka (1996), journal writing enables learners to make connections between what they
are learning andwhat they already know.

If that is the case then by reflecting on and

writing about what they are learning in class and on how it might relate to mathematical
knowledge they already posses, perhaps math students wouldfindit easier to make those
connections. As well, journal entries "make thoughts visible and concrete, giving a way to
interact with, elaborate on, and expand ideas" (Kerka, 1996, p. 3). I felt that math
journals would be a start in opening up the classroom dialogue that Borba (1990) refers
to:
In the classroom dialogue, the teacher can learn from the ethnomathematics
"spoken" by the students, just as the students are learning from the academic
ethnomathematics of the teacher. This dialogical process has no dichotomy
between education and research, between teacher and researcher. The one who
educates is also the one who researches the ethnomathematics developed by the
students. Therefore research influences educational praxis, and vice-versa.
(Borba, 1990, p. 268)
There are other ways of opening up dialogue in a classroom, however, I hoped
that the journals would provide a safe place for all students to investigate their own
learning while at the same time allowing me to see how and what they were thinking and
feeling. This way even the quiet students would be able to have their say and I would
have a better picture of each individual student as well as of the class as a whole. In
Chapter Two I explore further the concept of writing to learn, and the theory behind it.
Purpose of the Study

Therefore, the purpose of the study was to determine if having my students keep a
daily math journal would: (1) help them see connections between the math they were
learning and the math they already knew, (2) help me see what connections they were
making in order to be better able to "interact with, elaborate on and expand" their ideas,
10

and (3) create a dialogue within the math class which would help teacher and students
explore mathematics together.
A s this was an educational action research project, the primary purpose o f the
study was to understand and to improve my practice as a mathematics instructor o f adults.
However, I also hope that this study will contribute to the body o f knowledge concerning
the value and use of journal writing in learning mathematics, especially as it pertains to
adult learners. There is some research in this field (which I will look at in Chapter 2) but
little that relates specifically to adult learners. The only studies I found which involved
adult learners were conducted by Powell and Lopez (1989) and by Powell and Ramnauth
(1992).
Overview of the Chapters
In Chapter One, I introduced my problem and one possible solution to the
problem. Chapter T w o investigates the uses of journal writing in the teaching and learning
of mathematics. In this chapter I also look at the theory behind "writing-to- learn." In
Chapter Three, I discuss teacher research, or educational action research, and outline the
methodology used in the study. Next, in Chapter Four, I examine the conceptual
framework—Mikhail

Bakhtin's theory o f dialogism—used in this study. Chapter Five

provides an interpretative analysis of the data using Bakhtin's concepts ofpolyphony,
chronotope and carnival. A n d finally, in Chapter Six I discuss the implications for my
practice, as well for adult education, and give suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER 2
W R I T I N G T O L E A R N IN M A T H E M A T I C S

Thought is not merely expressed in words; it comes to existence through them.
(Vygotsky, 1962, p. 125)
When I tell people that my research involves the use of journals in an adult
classroom they invariably ask, "Do you teach English?" My response of, "No, I teach
math" is usually met with outright astonishment. To tell the truth, if someone had told me
ten, or five, or even two years ago that I would be asking my students to keep a math
journal I would probably not have believed it myself. One of the reasons that I liked
teaching math was because the evaluation of student learning is so straightforward. While
I gave part marks for work even if the answer was incorrect, the marking was quick and
easy and my evaluation of student learning was based entirely on how well they performed
on the quizzes and tests. Not for me the long hours spent reading student writing that
teachers of English, Social Studies, and even Science had to put in. My students were not
required to write and neither was I. As a math teacher, I felt that my job was to pass on
mathematical knowledge in as clear a manner as possible and to check periodically to see
if my students were receiving it.
So why am I now not only asking, but encouraging, my students to write, and why
am I spending many hours myself reading and responding to their writing? First, and
primarily, it reflects a change in my views on the nature of mathematics. But second, and
instrumentally, it is the result of an educational action research course I took at the
beginning of my second year of graduate studies. Since the main purpose of educational
action research is to improve practice our class began by thinking and talking about what
constitutes "good" practice. At the same time I had just started teaching a fundamental
level math class (adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing of whole numbers and
fractions) for adults at the Native Education Centre in Vancouver. Because I was very
interested in determining what, for me, constituted good practice I decided to keep a
journal to observe and reflect on what was happening in my class and on ways in which I
could improve my practice. About a week into the class I had an idea which I recorded in
my journal.
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Had an idea while out on my run this morning. Why not get the students to keep a
journal? It could be usedfor their assignment grade. I wouldn't mark it; just
give them credit if they did it. I could ask them to write about how they are
feeling. About what is hard for them, easy for them. About any insights they had
either in class or out of class. About any math in the outside world that relates to
what we are doing in class. About anything at all that they want to write about or
think about. Now the problem is how to go about it. I am excited about it though.

A couple of days later I wrote:
/ drafted up something about the journal assignment today and will hand it out
tomorrow along with the class outline. It should be interesting to see what kind of
a response I get. I've never done anything like this before and chances are my
students have never been asked to do anything like this before in a math class.

This was the beginning of my journey. It began in almost total ignorance, but since then I
have learned a great deal. I learned about the theories behind "writing to learn." I also
learned about other studies (mostly action research projects) that other math teachers have
conducted involving writing in the math class, and of the many benefits of writing to learn
mathematics.
Theoretical Base

The college in which I was teaching prior to coming to graduate school was
involved in a movement called "Writing Across the Curriculum" (WAC). This meant that
teachers from all subject areas would work together to improve the writing level of
students. The primary focus was on improving writing skills, and although it supposedly
involved all subject areas, the mathematics department was never involved. No one, either
inside or outside the department, even thought that math was a subject area in which
writing should play an integral part.
What I had not heard of (until I started to research the subject) was the "Writing to
Learn" movement which followed on the heels of WAC in the 1980's. It differed from
WAC in that the main focus was not on improving writing, but on using writing to help
students learn. The theoretical base that forms the foundation for this movement goes
back to John Dewey (1933) with his argument that education should be situated in
"ordinary experience." Botstein (1989) argues for the use of ordinary language in
teaching mathematics and science by linking it to Dewey's philosophy:
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The use of ordinary language in the teaching of science and mathematics enables
the teacher to connect what otherwise might seem an arcane and distinct set of
languages, thought processes, insights, facts, and understandings to experience, in
the everyday sense that Dewey realized could constitute the basis for motivating
learning, memory, and long-term comprehension. Ordinary language, particularly
in its notated forms~writing~must be construed as part of everyday experience.
(Botstein, 1989, p. xiv)
The writing to learn movement has had influencesfrommany differentfields,including
psychology (Vygotsky, 1962 andBruner, 1986), philosophy (Austin, 1975, Searle, 1969
and Rorty, 1969), social history (Havelock, 1963 and Ong, 1982), science (Kuhn, 1962),
and anthropology (Geertz, 1983). Connolly (1989) links them all with two central strands
of thinking: "first, that knowledge is socially constructed within a community. . . and
second, that the agents of construction are the symbol systems through which people
'make meaning'." In summing up what the writing to learn movement is really all about,
Connelly puts it succinctly when he states, "The writing-to-learn movement is
fundamentally about using words to acquire concepts" (1989, p. 5, emphasis added).
One of the main proponents of the connection between words and concepts was
Vygotsky (1962) with his theory about the relationship between thought and language.
Vygotsky used "units" to analyze this relationship, with the unit of verbal thought being
word meaning

A word without meaning is an empty sound; meaning, therefore, is a criterion of
'word,' its indispensable component. . . . Word meaning is a phenomenon of
thought only so far as thought is embodied in speech, and of speech only in so far
as speech is connected with thought and illumined by it. It is a phenomenon of
verbal thought, or meaningful speech—a union of word and thought. (Vygotsky,
1962, p. 120)
According to Vygotsky, word meanings are not static, but they develop and change. And
because word meanings change, so does the relationship of thought to word.
The relationship of thought to word is not a thing but a process, a continual
movement back and forthfromthought to word andfromword to thought. . . .
Thought is not merely expressed in words; it comes into existence through them.
Every thought tends to connect something with something else, to establish a
relationship between things. Every thought moves, grows and develops, fulfils a
function, solves a problem. (Vygotsky, 1962, p. 125)
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However, Vygotsky's theory of thought and language does not distinguish between
oral and written language. Other theorists suggest that writing is particularly good at
helping students learn. For example, Ricoeur (1981) suggests that writing is a form of
discourse that focuses on meaning. Unlike speaking, which carries meaning but is also an
event, writing carries meaning without being tied to time or place. "What we wish to
understand is not the fleeting event, but rather the meaning which endures" (Ricoeur,
1981, p. 134).
If this is true, then keeping a daily math journal should help students not only to
put their math experience in their own language, but to distance themselves from the
experience in order to make meaning of it. This is one thing I hoped to accomplish with
the journals—to provide a vehicle for students to "establish a relationship between things"
and then to make meaning of that relationship using their own words.
The other thing I hoped to accomplish with the journals was to help create a
dialogue in the classroom. By writing, and making meaning, of their math experience my
students will be able to enter a dialogue with me about mathematics. However, there are
limits to this "dialogue." First of all, by writing in their journals and me reading and
responding to them, the students only "talk" to me and not to each other. The classroom
dialogue was really several small independent dialogues. And secondly, those students
who are better writers were better able to engage in the dialogue. For example, as
described in Chapter Five, there were noticeable differences in the level of writing skills
between students. The students most comfortable with written language were better able
to express their mathematical thinking.
Other math teachers have also set out to use journals to help students make
meaning of mathematics and to create dialogue in the classroom. Before looking at those
studies however, I would like to note that although there is a substantial amount of
literature on the use of writing to learn mathematics, little of it is in thefieldof adult
education.
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Case Studies

Once I started my research I was amazed at the number of studies where teachers
used writing to help their students learn mathematics. Most of the studies were like mine-educational action research projects. These were teachers who worked on their own or
in conjunction with other teachers and/or researchers to improve the quality of teaching
and learning in their classrooms. Although the focus of each of the studies was all slightly
different, they had a common method—using writing to learn mathematics.
The main impetus for all of these studies stemsfromchanges in belief of how
mathematics should be taught and learned. In a traditional math class knowledge is seen
as something that can be "taught" and "learned," with most of the writing that takes place
in the class being strictly functional, e. g., to copy notesfromthe board orfromthe text.
Students are seen as passive receivers of knowledge and are just expected to regurgitate
what the teacher or textbook tells them. A move towards a more fallibilist view of
mathematics results in a change in the role of the teacher as well as that of the learner.
Instead of purveyors of knowledge, teachers are seen as facilitators of learning, and
instead of passive receivers of knowledge, learners are seen as active participants in that
learning. In the words of Freire (1970) liberating education depends on "acts of cognition,
not transferrals of information" (p. 67). From this perspective writing in mathematics
classes becomes more process and less product orientated. Writing plays an active role in
the construction of knowledge where students and teachers alike are learners.
The work of the active mind is seeing relationships, finding forms, making
meanings. When we write, we are doing in a particular way what we are already
doing when we make sense of the world. We are composers by virtue of being
human. (Berthoff, 1982, p. 12)
Expressive

writing (Britton, 1975) changes passive receivers into active

participants.
The purpose of this writing is for the writer to explore what he or she thinks, feels
or knows. Examples would be journals, diaries, first drafts, and letters to friends
where the writer is revealing his or her own thought process. It is informal, often
characterized by first person pronouns and is close to speech. It is a written
expression of the internal thinking process, (p. 90)
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What then, is a mathematics journal? In the words of some of the teacher/researchers:
The journal is one of the tools I use to have students reflect critically on their
perceptions, conceptions, and actions. It is also used as a vehicle for them to
express their feelings. Their journals provide a powerful way for me to "see"
inside of them and as a means of private communication between us. (Powell,
1986, p. 183)
The term journal here means the keeping of a log or personal notebook, where
students can write down any thought related to their mathematics leaning
throughout a whole course. While students should maintain a high degree of
freedom about what they write in their journals, they are encouraged to include
entries which go beyond the recording of events and personal thoughts—for
example, reflections on material learned in class, reactions to readings or lectures,
or even responses to open-ended assignments. (Borasi & Rose, 1989, p. 348,
emphasis original)
The key difference between a workbook and a journal is the degree of involvement
required of the student. . . . But at the heart of the process is the use of prose to
review, reflect on, and integrate concepts. (Waywood, 1992, p. 34)
The journal encourages expressive writing. The audience is oneself. Therefore,
the writer does not have to worry about spelling, grammar, or punctuation. The
journal is a place where ideas can flowfreely.Math journals can include thinking
aloud. Students can write out their thought processes when they are stuck on a
problem. While writing through their thought processes, students sometimes see
their errors, and this enables them to solve problems that they could not solve
before. . . . The journal is also a place where teachers can respond to students in a
kind of student-teacher dialogue. (King, 1982, p. 43)
In other words a math journal is a place where students can use their own words to make
meaning out of what they are learning; where they can connect what they are learning to
what they already know; and where teachers and students can begin a dialogue that will
facilitate that process.
As I read through the studies and the literature on writing to learn I was
overwhelmed by the enthusiasm of the teacher/researchers. The claimed benefits, both to
the students and to the teacher, are many and varied.
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Benefits of Math Journals

There are as many benefits as there are studies, but basically the benefits of writing
in mathematics classes could be put into three categories as suggested by Powell and
Lopez (1989): (1) student-instructor communications, (2) students' affectivity, and (3)
students' learning. While all three are important, I believe that increased and improved
student-instructor communications is the one from which all other benefits spring.
Student-instructor communications

The use of journals in the math class can provide a place for teachers to assess and
give students feedback on their understanding or lack of understanding (Birken, 1989;
Borasi and Rose, 1989; Chapman, 1996; Dougherty, 1996; Elliott, 1996; Marwine, 1989;
Miller, 1992; Miller and England, 1989; Powell and Lopez, 1989; Stewart and Chance,
1995). Math journals make it possible for teachers to actually see what and how students
are thinking and thus enhance their ability to guide and facilitate students' construction of
mathematical knowledge (Powell and Ramnauth, 1992). Instead of just evaluating student
performance on the results of answers given on quizes and tests, teachers are able to
assess what students actually know and understand and what kinds of misunderstandings
are preventing them from making connections from one concept to another. The math
journal is also a place where students can give teachers feedback on various aspects of
their pedagogy (Birken, 1989; Powell and Lopez, 1989; Tobias, 1989). A journal is meant
to provide them with a safe place to express their thoughts and feelings about what works
and what does not work for them. As students feel they are being listened to and that
their opinions are valued they will hopefully begin to take more responsibility for their
own learning.
Student affectivity

When students take more responsibility for their learning they start to feel better
about themselves. Taking control of their learning leads to feelings of accomplishment.
Students start to feel competent and confident in their ability both to do, and to
understand, mathematics (Lee and Lawson, 1996; Lesnak, 1989; Powell and Lopez, 1989;
Tobias, 1989; Waywood, 1992). By writing about their feelings students also become
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aware of how their feelings can affect their learning (Borasi and Rose, 1989; Dougherty,
1996; Lax, 1989; Lesnak, 1989; Stempien and Borasi, 1985; Tobias, 1989).
Student learning

As students begin to take a more active role in their learning they benefit in a
number of ways. Shepard (1993, p. 287) lists three of these: (1) "improved student
awareness of their own thought processes"; (2) "a better understanding of conceptual
relationships"; and (3) "a facilitation of'personal ownership' of knowledge." Journal
writing has the potential "to bring mathematics students to reflect on the nature of
mathematics and consequently on their approach to learning the discipline" (Borasi and
Rose, 1989, p. 357). Writing helps all students to think, to be heard, and tofindsuccess
(Birken, 1989; Connolly, 1989). Writing slows the thinking process which gives students
a chance to arrive at their own solutions and gives them "opportunity to and experience in
identifying and trying to unravel their own misconceptions" (Tobias, 1989). Writing also
helps students see the relationships and connections between what they know and what
they are learning (Birken, 1989; Marwine, 1989; Powell and Ramnauth, 1992; Stempien
and Borasi, 1985). Writing has a significant impact on students cognition and
metacognition: "Writing, because the writer and others can see it, allows one to explore
relationships, make meaning, and manipulate thoughts; to extend, expand, or drop ideas;
and to review, comment upon, and monitor reflections" (Powell and Lopez, 1989, p. 173).
Conclusion

Writing appeared to me to be a powerful tool for learning. I hoped that keeping a
daily math journal would not only help my students to make connections and me to see
them, but that it would also increase the level of dialogue in the classroom. I wanted to
provide a safe place for all of my students to think and feel and say whatever they wanted
to about math, about learning math, and about the math class. Instead of one person (me)
or persons (the more verbal students) dominating the class, everyone would have a say. In
addition, I hoped that asking my students to write about the math that they were learning
would help me to meet the challenge for educators as posed by Powell and Ramnauth
(1992).
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The challenge for developmental educators, therefore, is to make students aware
of the power of their minds to reflect; to provide occasions for them to become
aware of how reflection supports mathematics learning; to assure them that it is
accessible and at the command of their will; and to encourage an understanding of
how to control it in the interest of making sense of mathematics. In sum, as
educators, our challenge is to teach students how to use their power of reflection
by making them aware that they already have the power to reflect, (p. 17)
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CHAPTER 3
TEACHER RESEARCH

Teachers must inevitably be intimately involved in the research process
(Stenhouse, 1981, p. 19)
Teacher research, educational action research, practical inquiry—these are all
names for the process I am involved in. In general, they are all ways of saying that the
teacher is involved in the production of knowledge on teaching. In particular, they mean
that I, as a teacher, am conducting research on my own practice in order to better
understand and improve my teaching. This is not the same as "research on teaching."
Research on teaching is what would generally be termed formal research, i.e., that which
"is designed to contribute to a general knowledge about and understanding of educational
processes, players, outcomes, and contexts and the relationship between and among them"
(Richardson, 1994, p. 7). Teachers may be involved in formal research but they are not
necessarily central to the process of constructing knowledge on teaching. The exciting
thing about educational action research is that it is the teacher who decides what is
important to be researched; what kind(s) of knowledge would be useful to inform and
improve his/her practice.
This does not mean that teacher research is only important to the teacher who
instigates and conducts it, and therefore does not need to be made public. In fact,
according to Stenhouse (1981):
Private research for our purpose does not count as research. Partly this is because
unpublished research does not profit by criticism. Partly, it is because we see
research as a community effort and unpublished research is of little use to others,
(p. 17)
Although I began this project with the primary purpose of understanding and improving
my own practice, I am beginning to realize that my practice as a mathematics teacher of
adults cannot be seen in isolation. Who and what I am as a teacher is a result of the social
and political context within which I live and work, and of the traditions, both of
mathematics and mathematics education, of which I am a part. Kemrnis (1987) describes
practice in this way:
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A broad understanding of practice, justified by reference to its historical roots in
the Greek notion of'praxis', located practice in a social and political context, and
against a background of tradition. . . Practices, in this sense, are inherently social—
they are socially-constructed, expressing and realizing an idea of the good for
humankind through the interactions of the practitioner with others in a particular
situation, (p. 77)
Although my research is research on my own practice, my interpretation and
critical reflection of what is happening in my classroom can be extrapolated and applied in
other adult math classes. As Eisener (1991) points out, "Research studies, even in related
areas in the samefield,create their own interpretive universe. Connections have to be
built by readers, who must also make generalizations by analogy and extrapolation, not a
water-tight logic applied to a common language" (p. 210). As a teacher researcher what I
am learning not only has an impact on my own practice, but it has the power to influence
and alter the practice of others in thefield.Instead of researchers bringing theory to
teachers, teacher researchers have the opportunity to combine theory and practice in a
unique way that makes sense not only to the teacher researcher but also to others in the
field. As Lytle and Cochran-Smith (1992) put it:
Research by teachers represents a distinctive way of knowing about teaching and
learning that will alter, not just add to, what we know in thefield.Because we see
teacher research as both interpretive and critical, however, its contribution will not
be in the form of generalizations about teaching (this timefromthe 'inside'
perspective), nor will teacher research be benign and evolutionary, a process of
accumulating new knowledge and gradually admitting new knowers to the fold.
Rather, this different theory of knowledge fundamentally redefines the notion of
knowledge for teaching, alters the locus of the knowledge base, and realigns the
practitioner's stance in relationship to knowledge generation in thefield,(p. 469)
This will only happen if teacher research is made public. Stenhouse (1981), in
discussing what counts as educational research, states that "Research . . . is systematic
and sustained enquiry, planned and self-critical, which is subjected to public criticism" (p.
18). Richardson (1994) argues that practical inquiry turns into formal research when it
contributes "to the knowledge base for use by others within the community through
publication, workshops, or educational materials" (p. 7). Teacher research that is made
public becomes part of what Coulter (1999) calls "dialogic research," that is, "another
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approach to teacher research that tries both to generate knowledge about teaching and
dialogue about that knowledge" (p. 5). In order to make teacher research accessible and
applicable to others in thefieldit is useful to use what Geertz (1973) calls "thick
description." This means being both interpretive (describing what is happening) and
critical (reflecting on why it is happening). What follows is thick description of my
research.
Background

In the fall of 1998 I conducted a small project as part of an educational action
research course I was taking. The inspiration for this project was the growing dissonance
between my changing views on the nature of mathematics and the way(s) in which I taught
mathematics. I wanted to try something new—something that would perhaps be more in
accord with my changing views. The project involved having the students in my
Fundamental Level math class (basic adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing of
whole numbers and fractions) keep math journals for a period of one month. The purpose
of that project was twofold. First, I wanted to see if using math journals would help
students to make connections between what they were learning and the math they already
knew. In addition, I wanted to know if using math journals would help to improve the
quality and the quantity of the interaction in the classroom.
The most important thing I learned from this initial project resultedfromthe
realization that I was expecting morefromthe journals than I appeared to be getting. I
had never used journals in a math class before and really did not know what to expect. All
I knew was that I was disappointed andfrustratedwith what I was seeing in the journals.
In fact, I was on the verge of considering the project a failure when I had a major insight
as recorded in my journal on November 22, 1998.
Just readM. 's journal and it inspired me to write. I had asked them to write
about their favourite number andM. wrote about the number 13. One of the
things she commented on was that uneven numbers are what is used in beading. .
.At last! An excellent example of numbers having some meaning in real life.
Maybe the journals will be helpful after all. I was getting pretty discouraged and
I am still not convinced that they [journals] are all that useful for the purposes
that I had envisioned. However, maybe as I start asking better questions the
students will be able to produce better answers. The big question is "What is
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better? " Maybe I have been missing a whole lot and what I need to do is just
look at what they are writing in a different way. (My journal, 22-11-98)

That last sentence was an epiphany for me. It had taken me all that time to realize
that the problem was not so much what my students were writing, or not writing. Equally,
if not more important was the way in which I was listening. I needed tofinda way to
listen—to really hear what it was they had to say. Fortunately, I found a conceptual
framework that helped me to do just that in the work of Mikhail Bakhtin, a Russian
literary theorist. I was able to use his theories on dialogue toframemy study and to begin
to make sense of my data. Bakhtin and the theories that were so useful to me will be
discussed in detail in the next chapter.
T h e Project

My next class, and the one used as the basis for this thesis, was an Introductory
Algebra class I taught at Native Education Centre in Vancouver, B.C.fromJanuary to
April 1999. Because no two classes are identical, and because this is essentially a case
study, it is important that the reader get a sense of the people involved in the study and of
the setting in which it took place. In that way, he or she will be better able to decide what
would be transferable to their particular situation and what would not.
Setting

The Native Education Centre (NEC) is a privately funded institution, governed by
the Urban Native Indian Education Society whose purpose is to "provide culturally
relevant education and training and to enhance employment opportunities and community
partnerships for Aboriginal peoples." Students comefromall over Vancouver and the
surrounding municipalities to attend upgrading classes or programs such as Tourism, and
Social Work.
The Centre itself is located in a quiet side street near Main and 5 . It is made of
th

cedar and is modelled after a traditional long house. The atmosphere is warm and friendly
with a large central gathering place for students and staff, complete with afireplacein the
middle. Hot lunches are prepared daily in the kitchen just off the central room and
delicious smells waft throughout the building.
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Subjects

The students in my class, all of First Nations ancestry, originally came from
different parts of British Columbia, Manitoba, and as far away as South America. Young
adults, between the ages of 20 and 25, they had been students at NEC for at least one
semester. Five students completed the course—three men and two women. One man
dropped out after One month but allowed me to use his journal.
The class was both typical and atypical of any adult math class. It was more
homogeneous than most, both in ethnic origin and age. However, although all the
students in the class were First Nations none of them werefromthe same Nation. They
comefromdifferent parts of the country (and in one case, the world) and thus while many
of their customs were similar, many things, including their traditional language, were
different. Most of the adult classes I had taught prior to this one were more diverse in
age. It is not unusual to have classes where the age range isfromthe late teens to midfifties. This class was also smaller in size than many.
Typical of other adult math classes that I have taught, all of the students were
there because they wanted and needed to be. All needed to upgrade their math to meet
the requirements for another course or another program. Some wanted to be there for
reasons of personal satisfaction; some to further their education; and some to pursue a
chosen career.
As adults, even young adults, they brought their past educational experiences,
good and bad, to the classroom. They also brought their life experience and prior
knowledge of mathematics with them. Some came with confidence, others with
insecurity, but all came with hope and the desire to succeed.
Procedures

At the beginning of the term I asked the students to keep a daily math journal and
provided each student with a spiral notebook to use as his or her journal. Included in the
course outline (see Appendix A) were guidelines and suggestions of the kinds of things
they might write in their journals. We discussed these prior to starting. About a month
into the class I also provided them with another list of suggestions of things to write about
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(borrowed from Powell and Lopez (1989), see Appendix B). In addition to these
suggestions I often suggested topics or asked questions which the students could think
and write about.
Everyday the students were given ten tofifteenminutes in class to write in their
journals. When this occurred varied depending on what was happening in the class. I also
encouraged students to write in their journals anytime they felt like it, either in class or at
home. I emphasized that the journals would not be graded in any way, but that students
would receive 10 percent of theirfinalgrade simply for keeping them.
The class met four days a week, Monday to Thursday from 3:30-5:30pm. Every
Thursday I collected the journals and on the weekend I read and responded to them. My
responses were in the form of encouraging comments, questions or suggestions. There
were no negative comments or circling of spelling and/or grammatical errors. I
emphasized that I was interested in what they were thinking and feeling about math and
the math class, not in how well they wrote. I hoped that the journals would provide a safe
place for students to put down all their thoughts and feelings, not just the ones they
thought I wanted to hear. Each Monday I returned the journals to the students and hoped
that my responses to their work would stimulate further thought and discussion, either in
their journal entries or in class.
Throughout the course I kept my own journal in which I recorded both what was
going on in the classroom and in the students' journals, as well as my reflections on what
was happening and how I felt about it. I looked for how students made sense or did not
make sense of what they were learning, and what connections they made between what
they learned and what they already knew. I also wrote about ways to improve what was
happening, both in the journals and in the classroom.
Although keeping a math journal was part of the course requirement and worth
10% of thefinalgrade, participation in my research project was not. By participation I
mean students allowing me to use their journals as data for my written report (see
Appendix C). In order to ensure that students did not feel any pressure to participate, or
feel that non-participation might prejudice their class standing, the following measures
were taken. On the last day of class, while I was out of the room, my supervisor at NEC
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collected the consent forms (see Appendix D) of those students who wished to participate
in the study and placed them in a locked filing cabinet. Only after I had handed in the final
grades for the class was I allowed to see the consent forms andfindout who was willing
to allow me to use his/her journal in the study. In the end allfivestudents gave their
consent as well as one student who had dropped the course earlier.
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Data Analysis

Upon receiving the student's journals at the end of the course, I undertook an
interpretive analysis of both the students' journals and my own. The purpose of the
analysis was to determine if, and if so, in what way(s), keeping daily math journals were:
(1) helping students to make connections between the math they were learning and the
math they already knew; (2) helping me to see what connections they were making and;
(3) helping to create a dialogue within the math class which would help us, teacher and
students, make sense of mathematics together. As a conceptualframeworkto aid in the
analysis of the data, I used Bakhtin's (1984) concepts ofpolyphony, chronotope, and
carnival.

These three concepts are born out of his dialogic view of the novel, all of which

are discussed in the next chapter. My analysis of the journals based on these concepts is
presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4

BAKHTIN AND DIALOGISM
[Truth] is born between people collectively searching for truth, in the process of
their dialogic interaction. (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 110)
Towards the end of my initial project while I was unsuccessfully trying to make
sense of my data, I was introduced to the theories of Mikhail Bakhtin. Bakhtin (18951975) is best known as a Russian literary theorist who wrote extensively on a dialogic
view of the novel (especially the novels of Dostoevsky). I believe his theories on dialogue
in the novel go well beyond literature and can be applied to many other areas of human
endeavour. They certainly struck a chord with me, and even though my area is
mathematics, I felt that they fit beautifully with what I was trying to do. They gave me a
way in which to understand the dialogue that was occurring within my students' journals.
Prior to using Bakhtin's theoreticalframeworkto look at my data I was convinced that my
project was a failure and that the journals did not promote or encourage dialogue. After
using his concepts ofpolyphony, chronotope and carnival to analyze my data I was able
to think about dialogue in new ways. I realized that although the journal process may not
have been what I thought it was, it provided an avenue for dialogue in my math class.
This chapter will be devoted to looking at Bakhtin's theories and particularly at how they
relate to my study.
Monologue
My movefroma traditional, absolutist philosophy towards a more fallibilist
perspective of mathematics corresponds to Bakhtin's views of monologue and dialogue.
An absolutist view of mathematics might be best described by Bakhtin's view of
monologue. "Monologue pretends to be the ultimate word. It closes down the
represented world and represented persons" (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 293). In discussing
Bakhtin's views, Coulter (1999) states that "monologue distorts communication in two
ways: it privileges one speaker (or group of speakers) in decontextualized communication
and also assumes that all experience can be organized into a coherent system" (p. 6).
From a Bakhtinian point of view, the epic would represent an absolutist perspective of
mathematics.
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Epic discourse is a discourse handed down by tradition. By its very nature the epic
world of the absolute past is inaccessible to personal experience and does not
permit an individual, personal point of view or evaluation. One cannot glimpse it,
grope for it, touch it; one cannot look at itfromjust any point of view; it is
impossible to experience it, analyze it, take it apart, penetrate into its.core.
(Bakhtin, 1981, p. 16)
This was how I saw mathematics. And the way I saw math directly affected the
way in which I thought it should be taught, i.e., as independent of any historical, social, or
cultural influence, and in an ordered, ruled, and organized manner. This view persisted in
spite of the fact that I taught at a First Nations college where one of the main goals was to
make the curriculum culturally relevant. While I thought that this goal could be achieved
in other subject areas, such as English or Biology, I assumed that mathematics and culture
were mutually exclusive. I was not alone in this belief. No one else at the college, in or
out of the math department, felt it necessary to change either the math curriculum or the
way it was taught. The view that math is pure, abstract, and universal is pervasive in our
society and goes largely unquestioned.
While I am still strongly influenced by my background, I am gradually moving
towards a fallibilist view of mathematics where mathematical knowledge is seen as fallible,
corrigible, constantly changing and evolving. For me, this is not an either/or situation, but
movement back and forth along a continuum. Bakhtin characterizes a similar movement
between monologue and dialogue as a struggle between centripetal forces whose aim is to
centralize and unify and centrifugal forces whose purpose is to decentralize and stratify.
This struggle is the basis of what Bakhtin calls dialogized

hetergolossia.

Every utterance participates in the "unitary language" (in its centripetal forces and
tendencies) and at the same time partakes of social and historical heteroglossia (the
centrifugal, stratifying forces). . . The authentic environment of an utterance, the
environment in which it lives and takes shape, is dialogized heteroglossia,
anonymous and social as language, but simultaneously concrete, filled with specific
content and accented as an individual utterance. (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 272)
It is in this struggle that language, whether it is the language of art, or of literature, or of
mathematics, lives and grows, changes and evolves.
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Dialogue

A fallibilist view of mathematics fits well with Bakhtin's concept of dialogue. At
the base of all dialogue is what Bakhtin calls the utterance.
The sentence is a unit of language (in the traditional sense); the utterance is a unit
of "speech communication". . . Sentences are repeatable. . . but each utterance is
by its very nature unrepeatable. Its context and reason for being differ from those
of every other utterance, including those that are verbally identical to it. (Morson
& Emerson, 1990, p. 125-6).
Bakhtin distinguishes between two kinds of meaning: the abstract or dictionary meaning
and the contextual meaning. He also distinguishes between two kinds of understanding:
passive and active. By passive understanding he means the kind used to grasp the
meaning of a sentence (or in the case of mathematics—the meaning of an equation or a
formula). In active understanding, however,
The listener must not only decode the utterance, but also grasp why it is being
said, relate it to his own complex of interests and assumptions, imagine how the
utterance responds to future utterances and what sort of response it invites,
evaluate it, and intuit how third parties would understand it. Above all, the listener
must go through a complex process ofpreparing a response to the utterance.
(Morson & Emerson, 1990, p. 127-8).
In other words, the listener (or learner) must be able to put the utterance into her own
words within her own context in order to make sense of it in relation to what she already
knows. With dialogue comes the possibility of comprehension and understanding, rather
than just transferral of knowledge. Math journals might be one way of encouraging
genuine dialogue in the math class. Instead of just learning the rules, students would have
the opportunity to make sense of what they are learning within the context of their lives.
The novel is the form used by Bakhtin to represent a dialogic conception of truth,
and would represent a fallibilist perspective of mathematics.
Bakhtin sees the novel, by contrast, as the genre of an imperfect, incomplete
world. It is constantly generating new forms and, unlike other major genres,
cannot be pinned down to any set of formal characteristics. In other words, it is
formally as incomplete as the world it depicts. (Clark & Holquist, 1984, p. 274)
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And, in Bakhtin's own words, " The novel by contrast, is determined by experience,
knowledge and practice (the future)" (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 15). Bakhtin's view of the novel
is representative of my changing view of mathematics. That is, I am starting to view math
as more of a social construction, where context is important, knowledge is incomplete,
and different ways of knowing are valued. From this point of view to be a "good" math
teacher means more than just being able tofinddifferent and better ways of explaining the
rules and procedures of mathematics. From an ethnomathematical, social constructivist
perspective, being a good math teacher also meansfindingways of learning about the
mathematical knowledge that students possess, and then helping those students put that
knowledge into their own words and their own context in order to make sense of what
they are learning. It means creating a space for centrifugal (stratifying) forces within
centripetal (unifying) forces—locating the novel within the epic.
Centripetal forces are at work in what Bakhtin calls "authoritative discourse," that
is, privileged language comingfromthe outside world with no connection to a context. In
opposition is "internally-persuasive discourse" which involves retelling in one's own words
and putting into a context. "Human coming-to-consciousness, in Bakhtin's view is a
constant struggle between the two types of discourse: an attempt to assimilate more into
one's own system, and the simultaneousfreeingof one's own discoursefromthe
authoritative word. . ." (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 424). In this respect Bakhtin has much in
common with Vygotsky—they both "emphasize social factors—and the radical significance
of education—in the child's coming to consciousness, because both assume that thought is
inner speech" (Holquist, 1990, p.80).
Through the use of math journals, I wanted to provide my students with a place to
express their inner speech. And I wanted to listen and to respond. I was able tofindsome
tools to help me in Bakhtin's concepts ofpolyphony, chronotope, and carnival. These
come under the heading of dialogism, a term that Bakhtin never used, but which others
have used to categorize and unify his various views on dialogue.
Dialogism

As opposed to monologism which Bakhtin defines as a "denial of equalrightof
consciousness vis-a-vis truth" (Bakhtin, 1961/1984, p. 285), dialogism "liberates precisely
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because it insists that we are all necessarily involved in the making of meaning" (Holquist,
1990, p. 21-2). Again we have the conflict between centripetal and centrifugal forces.
Although it is important to value the knowledge that is passed down to us, unless we have
the opportunity to place that knowledge into the context of our own lives—to "make
meaning" of it—we are denied our right of choice. "Dialogism is dialogic. . . dialogue
always implies the simultaneous existence of manifold possibilities, a smaller number of
values, and the need for choice" (Holquist, 1990, p. 181).
In order to truly understand something we need to be able to place it against the
perspective of something else~"dialogism's master assumption is that there is no figure
without a ground" (Holquist, 1990, p 21-2). Therefore, just as important as the
knowledge that is handed down from on high is the "importance of the everyday, the
ordinary, the 'prosaic'" (Morson and Emerson, 1990, p. 15). Students need to learn not
only the rules and procedures of mathematics, but also have the opportunity to place what
they learn into the context of their everyday lives. In this way abstract meaning can be
translated into contextual or real meaning. Bakhtin's concepts of polyphony, chronotope
and carnival provide a framework to do just that.
Polyphony
A plurality of independent and unmerged voices and consciousnesses, a genuine
polyphony of fully valid voices is in fact the chief characteristic of Dostoevsky's
novels. What unfolds in his works is not a multitude of characters and fates in a

single objective world, illuminated by a single authorial consciousness; rather a
plurality of consciousnesses, with equal rights and each with its own world,

combined but not merged in the unity of the event. (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 6, emphasis
original)
Polyphony means multiple voices, but more than that it means multiple voices that
are equally valid and independent of each other. Bakhtin used the concept of polyphony
to best describe the work of Dostoevsky. In his novels Dostoevsky created characters
who were "free people, capable of standing alongside their creator, capable of not
agreeing with him and even of rebelling against him" (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 6). His characters
were not mere puppets on a string created merely to be the author's mouthpiece, striving
for a universal truth; instead, they are independent equally valid consciousnesses, with
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different points of view, capable of interacting with each other and with their creator in
dialogic truth.
Polyphony "proceeds from an assumption of equal rights for simultaneously
existing, experiencing persons" (Bakhtin, 1984, P. 37). According to Clark and Holquist
(1984) polyphony is another name for dialogism~it is the grounding of all values in two
different centres, the I and the other. "In the gap between the two value systems is the
space where dialogue is pursued at its deepest level" (Clark and Holquist, 1984, p. 242).
The position of the author in this dialogue is extremely important. He must separate his
voicefromhis characters while at the same time participating in the dialogue. "The
polyphonic author, in short, necessarily plays two roles in the work: he creates a world in
which many disparate points of view enter into the dialogue, and in quite a distinct role, he
himself, participates in that dialogue" (Morson and Emerson, 1990, P. 239).
What does polyphony mean for me as a math teacher? It means that I must
provide a place for my students to speak while at the same time not silencing my own
voice. It means I must be prepared to listen and really hear what my students are saying,
not just hear what I want to hear. I must be able to fully respond to my students by being
an active listener in the same way that I want my students to listen and respond.
Chronotope
We will give the name chronotope (literally, "time space") to the intrinsic
connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships that are artistically expressed
in literature. This term (space-time) is employed in mathematics, and was
introduced as part of Einstein's Theory of Relativity. The special meaning it has in
relativity theory is not important for our purposes; we are borrowing it for literary
criticism almost as a metaphor (almost, but not entirely). What counts for us is the
fact that it expresses the inseparability of space and time (time as the fourth
dimension of space). (Bakhtin, 1981, P. 84)
Bakhtin defines chronotope by comparing it to Einstein's Theory of Relativity. He
does this because both dialogism and relativity "are theories that seek to explain why it
makes sense to recognize entities as distinctfromeach other, and yet somehow bound
together, in space and time" (Holquist, 1990, p. 157). The main difference between the
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two is that dialogism focuses on relations between humans and between humans'and the
world, while relativity focuses on relations between physical objects.
The concept of chronotope is important in the distinction between the epic and the
novel. In the epic time is not chronological, nor is there any sense of a future. Everything
is located in the past and the past is not only inaccessible and unchangeable, it is better and
more valuable than anything in the present. "It is impossible to change, to rethink, or to
reevaluate anything in epic time, for it isfinished,conclusive, and immutable" (Clark and
Holquist, 1984, p. 287). In the novel, on the other hand, time and space are intrinsic to
the development of narrative. The chronotope allows events to be concrete, to have
meaning and for characters to develop, to connect their past with their present and their
future. "Thus the chronotope, functioning as the primary means for materializing time in
space, emerges as a centre for concretizing representation, as a force giving body to the
entire novel" (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 250).
In terms of the study of mathematics, the concept of chronotope allows for the
validation of meaning that students make of what they are learning. Mathematics becomes
something that is not just valued for its abstract and ancient past but for its meaning in the
here and now as well as for its relevance in the future. In Bakhtin's own words we see the
importance of chronotope in allowing us to make meaning of mathematics.
Science, art and literature also involve semantic elements that are not subject to
temporal and spatial determinations. Of such a sort, for instance, are all
mathematical concepts: we make use of them for measuring spatial and temporal
phenomena but they themselves have no intrinsic spatial and temporal
determinations: they are the object of our abstract cognition. They are an abstract
and conceptualfigurationindispensable for the fomalization and strict scientific
study of many concrete phenomena. . . We somehow manage however to endow
all phenomena with meaning, that is, we incorporate them not only into the sphere
of spatial and temporal existence but also into a semantic sphere. This process of
assigning meaning also involves some assigning of value. Whatever these
meanings turn out to be, in order to enter our experience (which is social
experience) they must take on the form of a sign that is audible and visible for us
(a hieroglyph, a mathematical formula, a verbal or linguistic expression, a sketch,
etc). Without such temporal-spatial expression, even abstract thought is
impossible. Consequently, every entry into the sphere of meaning is accomplished
only through the gates of the chronotope. (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 257-8)
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Carnival

Carnival is a pageant without foot-lights and without a division into performances
and spectators. In carnival everyone is an active participant, everyone communes
in the carnival act. Carnival is not contemplated and, strictly speaking, not even
performed; its participants live in it, they live by its laws as long as those laws are
in effect; that is, they live a carnivalistic life. Because carnivalistic life is life
drawn out of its usual rut, it is to some extent "life turned inside out," "the reverse
side of the world" ("monde a I'envers"). (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 122)
The phrase "life turned inside out" does not imply replacing what we have with
something else, but simply looking at itfroma different perspective or in a different way.
However, in many cases this could be perceived as a threat. "Carnival is a gap in the
fabric of society. And since the dominant ideology seeks to author the social order a s a
unified text, fixed, complete, and forever, carnival is a threat" (Clark and Holquist, 1984,
p. 301). While centripetal forces in society work towards preserving the status quo
centrifugal forces work to dissolve hierarchy and provide a more egalitarian existence.
"Carnival involves discovering the centrifugal in the centripetal, the novel in the
epic" (Coulter, 1999, p. 8). Inside monologic thought and practices are the seeds of
dialogic truth. Three characteristics of genres which exhibit the transforming influence of
a carnival sense of the world as suggested by Bakhtin (1984, p. 108) are,firstof all, a new
relationship to reality where the "starting point for understanding, evaluation, and shaping
reality is the living present, often the very day." Second, they do not rely on legend,
instead "they consciously rely on experience (to be sure, not sufficiently mature) and on
free invention." And third, their multi-shaped and hetero-voiced nature. "Alongside the
representing word there appears the represented word; in certain genres a leading role is
played by the double-voiced word."
Carnival is perhaps the hardest concept to understand, but at the same time it
provides the greatest potential for growth. If, as a math teacher, I can truly look at things
"inside out" perhaps I will be able to see what I missed and will be able to help students
startfromwhere they are instead of where I expect them to be. In the next chapter I will
look at the students' journals and my own within theframeworkof polyphony, chronotope
and carnival.
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CHAPTER 5
DIALOGUE IN THE M A T H

CLASS

Life by its very nature is dialogic. To live means to participate in a dialogue: to
ask questions, to heed, to respond, to agree, and so forth. (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 293)
It is one thing to say "Now we will have dialogue in the math class" and quite
another to actually bring it about. When Ifirstasked my students to keep math journals I
had great expectations that quickly led to great disappointment. However, I slowly came
to realize that the disappointment I was feeling was in a large part due to my own
enculturation into a traditional, absolutist view of how math is supposed to be taught and
learned. From that perspective mathematical knowledge is more objective than subjective
and the teacher's job is to find the best way to transmit knowledge, or objective truth, to
students. When Ifirstread the journals what I was really looking for was evidence that
this knowledge had been received, andfindinglittle, or none, I was disappointed. The
epiphany for me came when I realized that I needed tofindnew ways to listen to what my
students had to say.
Fortunately, I was able to make use of a conceptual framework or theory which
helped me to "see" the journals in a new light. Using theory to inform inquiry is what
Santiago Ramon y Cajal (1989) was referring to when he wrote:
To observe without thinking is as dangerous as to think without observing.
Theory is our best intellectual tool; a tool, like all others, liable to be notched and
to rust, requiring continual repairs and replacements, but without which it would
be almost impossible to make a deep hollow in the marble block of reality. (Ramon
y Cajal as cited in Pine, 1992, p. 657)
The conceptualframeworkI used to "make a deep hollow in the marble block of reality,"
i.e., make sense of the journals, is based on Bakhtin's concepts of polyphony, chronotope,
and carnival. These three concepts are born out of Bakhtin's dialogic view of the novel,
as discussed in Chapter 4.
Polyphony
"Polyphony demands a work in which several consciousnesses meet as equals and
engage in a dialogue that is in principle unfinalizable" (Morson and Emerson, 1990, p.
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238-9). Unlike a traditional math class where generally only the teacher's voice is heard,
polyphony involves seeing things from a social constructivist perspective where truth is
made together. To listen to and value equally all voices in the classroom requires a major
shift in epistemology~a shift from an objective to a subjective truth. I have spent most of
my teaching career trying to find better ways to transmit knowledge, or objective truth, to
students. Now, I am interested infindingways to help students make sense of what they
are learning in terms of what they already know. This has not been an easy transition for
me, but occasionally I had my own "AHA" moments.
One thing I have been thinking about this weekend—as I read through the journals
and as I read books and articles on journals and their uses—is that I have spent
the greater part of my teaching career trying to find ways to explain math to
students in ever more clear and simple terms. The emphasis hasn't really been on
my students improving their "learning" of math but on me improving my
"teaching". In fact this whole project was begun because I wanted to improve my
teaching. Now I am beginning to see that what is more important is to help
students improve the way they learn. (My journal, 24-01-99)

When the primary aim of teaching is to transmit knowledge the tendency is to treat
students as a group rather than as individuals. As the focus changesfromtransmission of
knowledge to understanding, or making sense of knowledge, it becomes important to
know each student. Each of their voices is unique and different and reflects the way(s) in
which they make sense of the world. The polyphonic author/teacher plays two roles in the
work of creating dialogic truth: "he creates a world in which many disparate points of
view enter into the dialogue, and, in quite a distinct role, he himself participates in that
dialogue" (Morson and Emerson, 1990, p. 239). My role as a teacher was to set up an
open-ended dialogue in the hope that my students would begin to make their own
connections between the math they were learning in class and the math they already knew.
My role was not to try to have them come to my way of thinking but to encourage them to
think for themselves. The journals, I hoped, would help to do that.
What follows are excerptsfrommy own journal in which I look at each of my
students and reflect on how they are, or are not, making use of their journals to
understand and make sense of the math they are learning.
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A. does not have an easy time with math. She struggles with it and works hard,
but she doesn't seem to connect things together very well. When asked to describe
what she is doing in a particular problem she has trouble putting it into words. I
think that is because she is not really trying to make sense of what she is doing,
but is just trying to remember the steps. For example, we have been working on
trigonometric ratios this week but I don't think she really understands the concept
of ratio. Her biggest concern is to use the right keys on the calculator. On Feb.
10 she says: "Today in math I learned how tofindthe degree and I learned to
th

find the sides of a right triangle and to check if I got itrightwith the calculator. It
makes sense but you have to make sure you're using the right keys. . ." [A.'s
journal, 10-02-99]. / am trying to get her to use herjournal to describe what she
is doing (in the hope that 'what' will eventually lead into 'why', but it is definitely
not something that comes easily to her.
W. catches on very quickly and is able to connect one concept to another far more
easily than does A. However, she is also more concerned with remembering
calculator functions that with making sense of what she is doing. On Feb. 11 she
writes: "This is a little harder than it looks. I'm really not looking forward to the
th

quiz. All the calculator functions are hard to remember. I guess I'll be doing a lot
of practising this weekend" [W.'s journal, 11-02-99]. (My journal, 12-02-99)
Both A. and C. believe that learning the process is important. They both want to be able
to "do" math and are not thinking much about why. Although I feel that it is important to
practice the steps I am beginning to see that remembering the steps does not necessarily
mean that students understand what they are doing. Without that understanding it is
difficult, if not impossible to make connections between what they are learning and what
they already know.
Just finished reading this week's journals. A mixed bag as usual. A few
observations.
A. who is the weakest student had the least to say. She actually only made one
journal entry last week. I think in her case using her journal more might really
help. Judging from what I see on her quizes, she tries to remember the rules but
constantly mixes them up which indicates she doesn't really understand them or
make any sense of them. Vm going to try and get her to do more describing and
explaining in her journal, step-by-step about what she is doing and why.
C. is the second weakest student and is probably the most prolific writer.
However, most of what he writes in his journal is about feelings. Again, if I can
get him to write more about the math and what he is learning, by describing and
explaining it to himself it might help him make more sense of it.
S. is doing very well in this class. He doesn't use his journal much more than to
say how he feels—which is usually good. And although he seems to enjoy the
math he seems to be most concerned with his grades. I also would like him to
describe and explain about what he is learning.
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R. is also doing very well. And he is my best journal writer. He writes about
what problems he is having and he puts in examples here and there He could also
benefit by using his journal more for describing and explaining what he is
learning. (My journal, 20-02-99)

Reading the students' journals helped me to see the strengths and weaknesses of
each. It also helped me see that none of them were using their journal to describe and
explain what they were doing. When I put more emphasis on that aspect of jouraaling
things gradually began to change.

W. is really coming along in her journal writing. I think it helped that she was
having a bit of trouble with this section on factoring. She took the time to
describe a few examples which she said helped. "It has definitely helped with

writing down what I'm doing. As I was doing my homework this morning I went
back to my journal to see how I was doing the questions" [W.'s journal, 10-03-99].
She's also starting to question (in her journal) things she doesn't understand.

"I

guess I never really thought about the brackets before because I could always do it
in my head. I guess I don't really understand it yet but I get the concept" [W.'s
journal, 22-02-99]. And later "Factoring is quite long and confusing. I
understand the basic principles but I don't understand why sometimes" [W.'s
journal, 23-02-99]. However, she is not always very explicit in writing about what
she doesn't understand, e.g., "I know I'm going to have to review this sections
over again because many things still keep me wondering" [W.'s journal, 04-03-99]
and "This section was frustrating and confusing" [W.'s journal, 08-03-99]. But
sometimes she has good insights such as when she says: "I am able to pick out
where to factor most of the time. I guess that's where I still have problems, is
trying to pick out when and where you're supposed to factor" [W.'s journal, 11-0399]. All in all, I've learned a lot about where W. is at in her math learning by
reading her journal. I also think she is starting to appreciate the value(s) of
keeping a math journal.
A. is the weakest student in the class and her journal on the surface seems the
least analytical or reflective, but she still manages to come up with some very
good insights. For example, "I think I just get them mixed up because the
chapters are different" [A.'s journal, 11-03-99]. In other words, she sees
absolutely no connection from one topic to the next. She is basically trying to
remember a bunch of rules that make absolutely no sense to her. I guess one
thing I can do is stress the connections more either by pointing them out or better
still by having the students come up with them.
R. comes in a lot for extra help and really works hard to try and understand what
he is doing. His journal often reflects this but he, too, is not always specific
about what he understands and what he doesn't understand. He puts examples in
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his journal which is good, but he doesn't always take the time to describe what he
is doing. (My journal, 13-03-99)

Having the opportunity to read and respond to my students' journals helped me
know individual students better. In the past I had tried to know each student well but
there were always some that I could not reach. Therefore, I sometimes made assumptions
based on fairly limited information. For example, if a student did not say much and asked
few questions I off en assumed that they understood the material. It was not until the quiz
or the test that I found out what they really knew and often that was too late. Through
the journals I had the chance to listen to all my students' voices and to respond to them in
a more personal way. I was also able to rethink and revise my teaching strategies based
on what my students had to say.
I got an idea when I read one of A. 's entries. She said "I always get the

substitution and elimination methods mixed up. . ." [A.'s journal, 26-01-99)].
Maybe one thing I could have them do is write about concepts more, i.e., explain
or describe what such and such means to them. By having to put it into their own
words maybe it will make more sense. And on March 15,1999:1 think I will ask a
specific question for today's journal entry which comes from something W.
pointed out in her journal, i.e., "I still have problems in trying to pick out when
and where you're supposed to factor." [W.'s journal, 11-03-99]. So for today's
journal I will ask them to think about and list all the situations where they need to
factor, and perhaps give the purpose offactoring there. Then maybe we can
share ideas. *Use the journals to stimulate reflection and discussion. (My

journal, 31-01-99)
Chronotope

Chronotope refers to context, i.e., that which is located in time and place. In
relating a view of human beings on which the idea of ethnomathematics is based, Borba
(1990) states:
This view of humans is based on a phenomenological approach in which a person
is seen as a "being-in-the-world-with-others." . . . In this phenomenological view
of human beings, a human is only seen in connection with the world. . . . Each
human relates to other humans based on comprehensions: understanding existing
meanings and making new meanings. Each person is also always in aplace in the
world and living in a historical moment, (p. 262, emphasis original)
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The concept of chronotope allows students the opportunity to assign meaning and value to
mathematics, and thus permit abstract thought into their experience as concrete
representation. As Bakhtin (1981, p. 258) puts it: "Without such temporal-spatial
expression even abstract thought is impossible. Consequently, every entry into the sphere
of meaning is accomplished only through the gates of chronotope."
Keeping daily math journals will hopefully help students to take math out of the
"absolute past," where it is beyond their power to modify or even to understand, and put it
in the "zone of familiar contact," where "real problems must be solved." (Morson and
Emerson, 1990, p. 421). Reading and responding to their journals allows me, the teacher,
to see the students' private or interior identity, as well as their public or exterior identity.
It gives me some idea of how each student's past affects their present, and the relation of
their present to a possible future.
Who my students are now is connected to what they have done and to what they
hope to do. As adults they did not just show up in the classroom devoid of any past
experiences with mathematics and with math teachers. Many adult students return to
school with some trepidation, particularly towards math. Often they have not experienced
success in math and are perhaps uncertain of their ability to succeed now. However,
looking at them seated in the classroom only gives an idea of their public or exterior
selves. Take, for example, the top student in my class. W. is a confident, outgoing,
enthusiastic, and very capable math student. In her journal she reveals that this was not
always so. Math was always a struggle for me. I can remember crying at the kitchen
table trying to learn fractions.

(W.'s journal, 05-01-99). And later: Problem solving has

always been hardfor me. I can remember when I was a kid and my father used to help
me, but I usually ended up crying and very frustrated

(11-01-99). In her journal, W.

relates her past struggles and frustration but she goes on to evaluate why that might be so.
/ guess the hard part for me is translating the problem in the equation. Sometimes, I
make it harder than it is by not taking the time to read the question

(11-01-99). As well,

she makes some plans for the future. / hope I can become more familiar with the words
that explain what to do. This is the area I need to work on (11-01-99).
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Solving word problems is one of the largest components of the introductory
algebra course and the one that causes the most difficulty to students. One possible
reason for this is that students do not expect them to make sense. From my journal:
I have been trying to get the students to think about mathematical problems and
how they do, or do not, make sense to them. Judging by most of the responses
they do not really make sense, although most students can learn how to tackle
them. Found a quote in the Ethnomathematics book that sheds a bit of light on
this: "Perhaps the most important single reason why students give illogical
answers to problem with irrelevant questions or irrelevant data is that those
students believe mathematics does not make any sense" (Pulchaska, and
Semadine, 1997, p. 193). Perhaps my students don't expect math problems to
make sense. I think many, if not most, students just try to learn the rules and do
not make any attempt to relate what they are learning to what they know. (My

journal, 15-01-99)
Although practice is important, understanding what the question is asking is crucial. On
January 27, 1999, W. writes:
I'm not as scared of problem solving as I used to be. I guess it's all the practising
I've been doing. It's finding the equation that's the hardest part, and I guess not
taking the time to check my answers sometimes. I'll just have to practise reading
the question slowly to fully comprehend what it's telling me and take the time to
check my answers to see if it's what the question is asking. I hope with more
examples, things will get easier. (W.'s journal, 27-01 -99)

However, understanding that it helps to know what the question is asking as well as how
to do it does not mean that W. realizes that maybe it would be helpful to know why she is
doing it. On February 3, 1999 she writes: Everything we did today was all new to me.
My brain is pretty sore. Although I understood how to do it, it still will be hard to
remember it because I've never done this stuff before.

(W.'s journal, 03-02-99). In fact

she still thinks that as long as she does enough practice everything will be all right. Today
I got a little confused about the 2

nd

method of intersection but now that I understand it I

hope I can retain it. Retaining the new information is the hard part. I guess that just
means practice, practice, practice!

(W.'s journal, 03-02-99).

A couple of weeks later there is an indication that even if she does not know why
she is doing something she is at least thinking about it. On February 23, 1999 she writes:
Factoring is quite long and confusing. I understand the basic principles but I don't
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understand why sometimes. I can see that I'll have some problems with this section (W.'s

journal, 23-02-99). However, she perseveres and two things seem to make a difference.
Now that we're on equations this seems so much simpler. I'm actually starting to
see the factoring. It has definitely helped to write down what I'm doing. As I was
doing homework this morning I went back to my journal to see how I was doing
the questions. (W.'s journal, 10-03-99)

And the next day:
With the stuff we've been doing this week it's made factoring a little easier. I am
able to pick out where to factor most of the time. I guess that's where I still have
problem, trying to pick out when and where you're supposed to factor. Although,
I'm finding it much easier when we applied factoring to equations. I especially
liked equations! (W.'s journal, 11-03-99)

The two things that help W. make sense of factoring are being able to apply factoring to
equation solving, a process that she understands well, and using her journal to describe
what she is doing in her own words. In her last journal entries of the term she indicates
the impact that each of these has had on her. When asked to describe how she did on a
quiz, she writes:
I think I did well. I did have a little bit of trouble with reducing but I think it will
do. Yes, I think the journal helped because I could go back on the examples I
wrote down. This test really wrapped up all into one what we've been doing all
semester. (W.'s journal, 01-04-99)

And her last journal entry reads:
Equations have always been easier to me. When we learned the factoring and I
had no idea how to do it I was really frustrated. But once it was put into an
equation I seemed to notice how much easier factoring got. (W.'s journal, 06-04-

99)
By writing down what she is doing and being able to connect it to something she
knows well, W. is developing a relationship with mathematics which is totally different
than the one she had as a child or as a teenager. She is in a different time and space than
she was then and although she can still feelfrustratedat times it does not seem to be the
helpless kind offrustrationthat she experienced as a child. By reading W.'s journal (as
well as the journals of the other students in the class) I have the opportunity to see where
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and who she is at this moment and in this place in her life. I also have the opportunity
through responding to her writing and through our discussion in class to help her make
sense of the math she is learning—to understand the why as well as the how.
Carnival
Carnival involves making visible that which is hidden. It involves turning things
upside down and looking at themfromdifferent angles. "Carnival involves discovering
the centrifugal in the centripetal, the novel withiri the epic" (Coulter, 1999, p. 9). In
seeking to open up the dialogue with my students I was faced with a major obstacle; my
own enculturation into the traditional absolutist view of mathematics. It was not, is not,
easy for me to change my own conceptions of what mathematics is and how I think it
should be taught. This, I believe, limits my ability to engage in meaningful dialogue with
my students. When I began my initial study I had preconceived ideas about journals. At
first I was very disappointed because what I wasfindingin the journals did not meet my
expectations. I thought that the whole project was a failure and a waste of time.
However, when I let go of what I wanted tofindand actually looked at what was there I
started to see that my students had a lot to say~I just had to be able to hear it.
In this study as well I had certain expectations of what my students would think
and write about in their journals. Because it was a more advanced course and because
these students were at a higher level of general literacy than in my initial study I expected
that they would be able to write critically and expressively about math and their learning of
math. I was hoping that they would be specific about the connections they were making
between what they were learning and what they already knew. However, that was not
always, or even usually, the case. But as I looked more closely at what they were writing
I began to see they were making connections in their own unique way, not necessarily
clear cut definitive ones, but definitely connections.
Making Connections
Sometimes making a connection could be as simple as just realizing that the work
itself was connected as in the case of C. and A.
We as students in every exercise that we have to solve is to put practice what we
learned during that day or week or even month. In every exercise you are
explaining to yourself about what you've been learning. Every time we see a
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chapter means that we'll he using some of the things that we learned earlier in the
week or so. In math each method that you use will help you to improve your
understanding of what that problem is about. . .All the chapters that we've seen so
far is connecting with every problem that we're resolving every day... All the
chapters that we've been doing seem to be related one to another because every
time we go to a new chapter there is some from the last one. Say like the
equations that we started a long time ago. (Cs journal, 26-01-99)
This math does have connections because the questions are related to what I
learnedfrom the beginning of this class. What I mean is the different math
questions are related in that you do the opposite of what I learnedfrom the last
day. Ifeel that this math journal is different and it does help me to write about
math. .. Today we learned trigonometry. I remember doing this with L. in
61/7 ID. I find it easy because I did this stuff before. (A.'s journal, 27-01-99)

Sometimes it is the realization that something that seemed to have little or no meaning
actually starts to make sense in another context. As when W. thinks of factoring in terms
of helping to solve equations.
Now that we're on equations this seems so much simpler. I'm actually starting to
see the factoring. It has definitely helped with writing down what I'm doing. As I
was doing homework this morning I went back to my journal to see how I was
doing the questions. (W.'s journal, 10-03-99)

Or when R. realizes that the slope-intercept formula works in inequalities as well as in
equations. I can see the connection when I did the inequality byfirstusing the slope and
y-intercept formula and go from there

(R's journal, 08-02-99). Sometimes connections

are starting to be made between what students are learning and their everyday life. This
direct variation is very interesting. I canfinallyput this or connect this to our everyday
life (R.'s journal,

18-01-99). And:

To make sense ofproblems I try to picture the equation in an everyday use.. . I'm
starting to recognize the equation a lot quicker as I read them to myself This is
good because my problem solving is profitingfast from that. The problems are
becoming more interesting and there is a lot less eye rolling on my part every
time I have to read these questions. Understanding the math or rather Algebra
jargon was half the battle. . . I enjoyed trig: it is interesting. I wonder how people
ever stumbled onto this so long ago. Ifind it's simple and it makes sense, so
that's good. (S.'s journal, 11-01-99 and 27-01-99)
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/My students are beginning tofindtheir voice. They, too, have been enculturated
into a traditional view of math. They are not used to being asked to think and to write
about math; they are only used to being asked to learii the rules in order to "do" math.
They are not used to describing what they are doing and to trying to make connections
between what they are learning and what they already know. However, they are making a
start and learning how to speak, just as I am learning how to listen.
Seeing Connections
If writing a daily math journal helped my students make connections, did reading
their journals help me to see the connections they were making? Yes, it is starting to. But
more than that, by thinking and writing about what I am seeing in their journals I am
starting to make connections of my own. Here are some excerptsfrommy own journal.
I have been trying to get the students to think about mathematical problems and
how they do, or do not, make sense to them. Judging by most of the responses
they do not really make sense although most students can learn how to tackle
them. . . Perhaps my students don't expect math problems to make sense. I think
many students just try to learn the rules and do not make any attempt to relate
what they are learning to what they know. (My journal, 15-01-99)
I got an idea when I read one ofA's journal entries. She said "I always get the
substitution and elimination methods mixed up." Maybe one thing I could have
them do is write about concepts more, i.e., explain or describe what such and
such means to them. By having to put it into their own words maybe it will make
more sense. (My journal, 31-01 -99)
I just realized while thinking about A. that my views on teaching math have
changed a lot. Before I would have felt that as long as A. did enough practice she
would remember the steps and do well on the quizes. Now I am beginning to see
that remembering the steps does not mean that you understand what you are
doing and without that understanding it is difficult, if not impossible, to connect
what you are doing to something new. (My journal, 12-02-99)

I am beginning to see the connections students are making. I am also constantly thinking
of ways and means of helping them to make new connections.
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Life Turned Inside Out
Besides seeing connections I am also learning some things that surprise me. For
example, in the past I have always taken special care not to put any of my adult students in
a position where they might feel uncomfortable or embarrassed. Therefore, I never asked
students to work on the board infrontof the rest of the class. Then one day something
happened in the class that made me question my assumptions about what makes students
uncomfortable. A photographer came into the classroom to take some pictures for the
school brochure. She asked that a couple of the students and I go up to the board and
work on a math problem so that she could get a good picture. After she left we continued
working on the board since it seemed that the students were enjoying it. It was not until I
read their journals that I realized that not only did they feel comfortable but they also
thought it was an excellent idea.

I learned how it is easier doing problems on the blackboard and getting the
problem right which builds confidence for myself, especially when you have an
audience. (R.'s journal, 08-02-99)
I think is good idea doing exercise in class with the student. That way we all can
help each other. I mean like one of the students could say that's wrong or not and
then the instructor interpretation about what this particular student is doing on
the board. (Cs journal, 04-02-99)

This is not to say that all students in all classes will feel comfortable in working on the
board but it has certainly opened my eyes to the possibility. It has also opened my eyes to
the possibility that there are other assumptions I have made which may or may not be true.
Conclusion
What does all this mean? Does looking at the data, my students' journals and my
own, using Bakhtin's conceptualframeworkhelp me to answer my research questions? I
believe it does, and that the answer to all three questions is "yes." Yes, keeping a math
journal helps students to see connections between the math they are learning arid the math
they already know. Yes, reading my students' math journals helps me to see what
connections they are making in order to be better able to "interact with, elaborate on and
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expand" their ideas. And, yes, the math journals helped to create a dialogue vvithin the
math class, which helped us, teacher and students, to explore mathematics together.
Besides answering my research questions, using journals and Bakhtin has helped
greatly in the integration of my beliefs with my practice. I now feel that my practice is
more in sync with my beliefs. The use of journals has helped me see math in a different
way: in terms of social constructivism, I am beginning to adopt a more descriptive, less
prescriptive, philosophy of mathematics. Using Bakhtin's conceptualframeworkto
analyze the journals has helped me to learnfromthe ethnomathematics "spoken" by my
students. Instead of having all the answers, I am now looking to my students to help
provide direction and context for the math we are learning.
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CHAPTER 6
THE END IS JUST T H E BEGINNING

A good math teacher is knowledgeable, patient and not always right. Since I've
been able to understand more math I've noticed how math is more relevant in life.
Now that I know I like math, there's no telling where I can go! (W.'s journal)
Although this project has helped me learn a great deal and improve my practice, I
realize there is still much to do. Educational action research is cyclical. There is no end,
just a series of new beginnings. This chapter begins by reflecting on changes that have
occurred in my thinking and practice. It then focuses on why other math teachers of
adults may or may notfindthis study useful. It ends by looking at what I would like to do
next, and with suggestions for further research.
Looking Back

This study has given me a new perspective on mathematics and mathematics
education. Mathematics is not just rules and procedures which need to be learned, but
something each of us uses everyday, in different ways. While in some respects
mathematics is pure, abstract and universal, it is also multifaceted, concrete and local.
There does not have to be a dichotomy between teaching and learning. Teaching
math is not justfindingbetter methods to explain rules, it also involves helping students
make sense of math by discovering ways to make connections between what they already
know and what they are learning. By trying to understand the connections students are
making, teachers must question their own assumptions, thus becoming learners
themselves. Seeing students as co-investigators rather than as mere receivers of
knowledge can create a more positive relationship in the classroom. Participating in this
project has added a new and exciting dimension to my teaching.
Criteria for Soundness

Although my main purpose in doing teacher research was to improve my own
practice, hopefully this study will contribute to challenging and perhaps changing the ways
in which math is traditionally seen and taught in adult education. Reflecting critically on
how this research does or does not meet certain standards and sharing this reflection with
others in thefieldhelps me to participate in the "broad understanding of practice" as
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described by Kerrirnis (1987, p. 77). Therefore, I will address the criteria for soundness
that applies to all qualitative research, i.e., credibility, dependability, conflrmability, and
transferability

by applying the Bakhtinian resources of chronotope, carnival, polyphony

and heteroglossia.

Credibility requires that the subject be accurately identified and described. In
dialogic terms, credibility implies respect for chronotope. In other words, how well did
this study respect the time, space and people involved in the project? The interpretation of
the data (the students' journals and my own) should be consistent with the students' views
and should reflect their particular time and space. The credibility of my work is dependent
on the trust I had with my students. The trust between the students and myself grew
because of the amount of time we spent together—eight hours a week forfifteenweeks—
and because the group was small. Therefore we got to know each other very well. The
journals also contributed to building trust. When asked if he thought that keeping a
journal contributed to better communication in the class, one student stated: "I think it
contributed by allowing a more personal communication interaction."
Dependability resultsfromrespecting carnival. A teacher researcher has to be
open to the unexpected and be able to accommodate changing conditions resulting from
refined understanding. This is what action research is all about: "All action research has a
common intention: the belief that we may develop our understandings while at the same
time bringing about changes in concrete situations." (Carson, 1990, p. 167). By including
my own journal in the study I have been able to track my observations, thoughts,
reflections and planningfromthe beginning, to the end, and beyond.
Confirmability of a study is concerned with establishing that data is trustworthy
and that it supports thefindings.It implies respecting polyphony. Have all voices been
heard and valued equally? Although I cannot confirm my results, Chapter 5 includes
direct quotationsfromboth students' journals and my own which illustrate how I am
interpreting what is happening and how I am drawing conclusions. I had hoped to have
the students tofillout a short questionnaire (see Appendix E) which would have provided
a second data source. Unfortunately I did not get it to them early enough and only one
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student managed to complete and return it. The one questionnaire did, however, support
my understanding.
Teacher research is primarily about improving practice; it is not so concerned with
making generalizable knowledge claims. This does not mean that teacher research is not
transferable. Transferability in Bakhtinian terms reflects heteroglossia. Heteroglossia
accounts for the fact that different groups of people speak differently.
Different professions each have their own way of speaking, as do different
generations, different classes, areas, ethnic groups, and any number of other
possible divisions. The important thing to understand is that for Bakhtin these
different "languages" are not just a matter of, let us say, a professional jargon. . . .
No, what constitutes these different languages is something that is itself
extralinguistic: a specific way of conceptualizing, understanding, and evaluating
the world. (Morson and Emerson, 1990, p. 140-141)
As part of my research methodology I have kept to thick description. This allows other
teachers to see my particular point of view and to transfer my results to their particular
contexts. Detailed description of the problem (Chapter 1), of the setting and the
participants (Chapter 3), and of the theories thatframedthe interpretation of the data
(Chapters 2 and 4) hopefully provides enough information for other math teachers to
make connections to their own practices in order to try something similar in their own
classrooms.
Implications for Adult Education
Most of the students who enrol in math classes as adults do so because they need a
higher level of mathematics in order to qualify for further education or training. Many
return to class fearful and anxious, with little confidence in their ability to succeed.
Fortunately, most adult students do make it through their math upgrading because of their
high motivation and determination, and/or their teacher's patience, understanding and
encouragement. Unfortunately some do not. One possible reason for this is that the math
class they enter as adults is not that differentfromthe one in which they failed as children.
What did not work for them before, does not work now.
In order to help all adult math students reach their full potential, teachers need to
find ways of tapping into their students' particular skills and unique strengths. Adult
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students have mathematical experience and knowledge they did not have as children.
Teachers need to find ways to help these students acknowledge their own mathematical
experience, to appreciate it, and to make use of it in the classroom. Keeping a daily
journal is one way of doing this. As students write about the math they are learning, they
make connections between what they are learning and what they already know. More
importantly, they begin to realize that there is much math they already know and use in
their everyday life: when they shop, bank, build a shed, sew a dress, bake a cake. Math
journals are a way of transferring that knowledge and skill to new learning.
Why, then, are not more math teachers of adult students using journals in their
classrooms? One obvious reason is that they are unaware of this tool. When teachers
hear about other teachers who are positive about a new technique, they are more likely to
try it themselves. However, even teachers who have heard of others using math journals
successfully may not use them in their own classrooms. The reasons for this are a little
less obvious. There are many influences, both internal and external, that can limit what a
teacher does.
The main influence on my own teaching was my view of the nature of mathematics
as pure, abstract and universal. Even as my views were changing, I still struggled with
conflicting feelings.
At times Ifeel really torn between thinking that making them write in their
journals is a waste of time (especially for students like A. who are really
struggling and who might benefit more from one-one-one time with me) to
thinking that journal writing might be just the thing to help them make a break
through in how they think about math. Or in just getting them to think about
math instead of mindlessly doing. I look at A. and see how she struggles to
remember all the rules and how she almost does but doesn't, and think that if she
only had some meaning or understanding attached to what she was doing she
might start connecting one thing to another. It's certainly not clear-cut for me

yet. (My journal, 15-02-99)
My inner struggles coupled with external factors sometimes made it difficult to justify
continuing with the journals. The main external factor was lack of time. We had so much
material to cover that I felt constantly pressured to move on even if I did not think that the
students were ready. To take valuable class time to write in journals was something that I
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had to keep justifying to myself. However, that gradually changed as it became more and
more evident that journals were a valuable learning tool.
/ actually think we should be using the journals more because in math it is good
to be able to take time out to actually think about what you are doing. Students,
particularly math students, generally spend most of their time learning "how" to
do something whether it makes sense to them or not. They learn the steps and if
they practice the steps often enough they can usually "do" the math. It becomes
more apparent how little or how much a student really understands what they are
doing when a quiz comes along and they have to put all of it together. (My

journal, 23-02-99)
Another factor over which I felt I had little control was the curriculum. Not only
did some higher authority prescribe the curriculum for the course I was teaching, but this
material needed to be mastered before students could proceed to the next level. A
prescribed text is often used, as are prescribed tests. This type of system usually results in
teachers teaching to the text and to the exam. There is no time to go off on a tangent no
matter how relevant and useful it might be to students and their understanding of math.
Now that I am becoming more aware of what I am doing and why, I am gradually
becoming more willing to take risks and try new things. Perhaps if other teachers learn
about new techniques and thought processes they will begin their own process of
change—but they mustfirstsee a need for change. The most valuable aspect of teacher
research is its potential to raise awareness in other teachers. Hopefully, as other math
teachers read the report of this and similar research, they will be encouraged to question
and look for answers themselves.
Suggestions for Further Research
As I look ahead two main questions arise: (1) What are the long-term effects of
keeping math journals for my students? Are any of them still studying mathematics? If so,
are they keeping a math journal? (2) Did keeping math journals have any effect on my
students' learning of mathematics? Did keeping journals contribute to changing anyone's
conceptions of mathematics? Did it change anyone's ideas about how math is taught and
how it is learned?
Although I cannot answer these questions now, other teacher researchers might
want to address them. For example, a study which would follow a group of students for
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five or ten years could be designed to answer such specific questions such as: What type
of math courses are subsequently taken? What is the success rate in these courses? Do
students continue to keep math journals? Another study could develop a questionnaire to
look at attitudinal changes to math and its learning. This could be given to students
before, during, and after a course in which journals were kept. There are, of course, many
other possibilities for further research.
My plans for the future include using math journals with greater student
involvement. Next time, instead of telling students how they can use math journals we
will brainstorm their possible uses. With more student input into the process, perhaps
students will not only have more incentive to keep a journal but will be more creative in
their use. I also plan to implement some form of student sharing of journals so that the
dialogue is not just between each individual student and myself, but between us all.
The End and the Beginning
I have reached the end of this project but I feel I have only just begun. My focus
has changed. Prior to this study I was mainly interested in how to be a better teacher; now
I am more interested in understanding why I do what I do. Although I still want to
improve, I question what this involves. What constitutes "good" practice? Why is it
good? Is good teaching practice simply practice that works? Is it not equally important to
understand why we teach the way we do?
Teaching involves more than just passing on knowledge; it involves taking a
responsible role in society. It is about helping people make sense of their world and of
their place in it. From this perspective good teaching practice means looking for answers
to questions such as: "What and how shall we learn and teach? Why is it worth doing?
Why must we do it?" (McCutcheon and Jung, 1990, p. 146). Exploring these questions
will lead to a deeper understanding of our role as teachers.
Besides knowing what they are doing and why they are doing it, teachers also need
to share their actions and their understanding of those actions with others.
Action is not only about doing, but understanding, that is, action can be as Hannah
Arendt (1958) describes, a public dialogue about what is important, good and just.
Action, in this sense, is about creating the possibility for communities to publicly
debate what makes them a community. (Coulter, 1999, p. 12)
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Only by publicly discussing what they are doing, and by debating what is worthwhile, can
teachers instigate changes which go beyond their own classrooms. Perhaps Stenhouse
(Stenhouse in Rudduck & Hopkins, 1985, p. vii) says it best when he states: "It is
teachers who, in the end, will change the world of the school by understanding it."
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Attendance and Participation

Regular attendance is very important, as new material will be covered daily. If you have
to miss a class for any reason please let me know ahead of time if possible.
In terms of participation I hope that you will feel free to comment and/or ask questions at
any time. If you don't understand something there is a good chance that you are not
alone.
Math Journals

The main purpose of the math journals is to provide you with a place to think about the
math you are learning and how it relates to the math you already know. They will also
allow me to see what connections you are making so that we can start from what you
know and build from there.
Suggestions of some things you might write about in your journal include the following:
• what you are learning that is new to you
• if something is new, how it makes sense or has meaning for you
• how what you are learning relates to your everyday life
• how what you are learning does not relate to your everyday life
• what is difficult for you, and why you think it is difficult
• what is easy for you, and why it is easy
• things that occur in class that help you understand something
• AHA experiences
• how you are feeling about math - what you like, what you dislike
• how you are feeling about this class - what you like, what you dislike
• anything and everything that relates to you and math and this class
Unit Tests

There will be 10 Unit Tests throughout the course worth 5% each for a total of 50%. The
dates of these tests will be known well in advance. If you have to be absent on the day of
a test please try to let me know ahead of time if so that other arrangements can be made.
Mid-term Exam

Approximately halfway through the term there will be an exam on all material covered up
to that point.
Final Exam

Thefinalexam will cover everything in the course with greater emphasis placed on the
second half.
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Appendix B

JOURNAL ENTRIES

your

The focus of your journal entries should be on
of mathematics or on the mathematics of the
course. Within this context, you may write on any
topic or issue that you choose. To stimulate your
thoughts and reflections, here are some suggestions:

learning

1 .What did you learn from the class activity and
discussion?
2. What questions do you have about the work you are
doing or are not able to do?
3. Describe any discoveries you make about
mathematics (e.g., patterns, relationships,
procedures, etc.).
4. Describe any discoveries you make about yourself.
5. Describe the process you undertook to solve a
problem.
6. How do
feel about
work, or about this
class?
7. What confused you today? What did you
especially like? What did you especially not like?
8. Describe any computational procedure you invent.

you

your
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Appendix C
An open letter to the students of Math 61/71 A,

As you know, you have been asked to keep a daily math journal in this class which is
worth 10% of your overall grade. I am now asking for your permission to use (i.e., quote
from) your journals in the research project that I am undertaking as part of my Master of
Arts degree in Educational Studies. Basically, the purpose of my research is to detenriine
if keeping journals in an adult math class is a worthwhile thing to do. Will keeping a math
journal help you to make connections between the math you are learning in class and the
math you use (but may not be aware of) in everyday life? Will your journals help me to
see what connections you are making so that we can start with what you know and build
from there? Will the journals help make math more accessible and relevant to you and will
they help me improve what I do as a math teacher?
In making your decision about whether to allow me to use your journals in myfinalreport
there are a few things I would like you to know:
(1) The identity of all students who agree to let me use their journals in my report will be
kept strictly confidential. Real names will not be used.
(2) You will not be asked to make a decision until the end of the course. At that time,
Sasha Hobbs will ask those who wish to participate in the study to sign consent forms
which she will give to me only after I have handed in thefinalgrades for the class.
That way you can be sure that your grade will not be affected regardless of whether or
not you choose to let your journal be part of my report.
(3) If you do decide to allow me to use your journal in my report you will be given the
opportunity to read all parts of the document that pertains to you. I will ask you for
your feedback and you will be able to add, delete, or change any part of the document
that is quotedfromyour journal.
(4) I welcome suggestions and feedback at any time regarding the math journals.
Thank you very much for your consideration of my request.

Rebecca L. Friesen
M. A. Candidate
Department of Educational Studies
The University of British Columbia
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Appendix £
MATHJOURNALS
Do you think keeping a math journal helped you learn math? Why, or why not?

What did you like about keeping a math journal?

What did you dislike about keeping a math journal?

Do you think that keeping journals contributed to better communication I our class? Why,
or why not?

Do you feel any differently about math now than you did at the beginning of the course?

Do you have any suggestions on other ways in which math journals could be used?
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